Initiating the Kuksa mug at Restaurant Saaga
Stories about Lapland and your own Kuksa mug as a pleasant memory of
the Lappish dinner
At Saaga you will find a slice of the rugged and beautiful nature as well as regional dishes and an
atmosphere full of the exotic charm of the North. We bring the enchantment of Lapland to our guests
in our service, interior decor and table settings, as well is in our food. The interior decor has the
touch of Lappish artists and artisans. The ancient style carved wooden Kuksa mug is one of the best
known household articles of Lapland, and a true multi-purpose utensil.
At Saaga Restaurant you can initiate Lappish style your own Kuksa mug, which is a pleasant
memory to take with. Initiating the Kuksa Mug is a theme package fitting nicely between the dinner
courses. During the program you will hear stories about Lapland, the history of the Kuksa mug and
tips how to use it.

Price:
42,00 €/person (including coffee cup size Kuksa mug)
31,00 €/person (including schnapps size Kuksa mug)
Above mentioned prices include program, diploma and the Jaloviina Brandy for tilting and spinning
the Kuksa.

For extra charge:
Engraving charge 4,00 €/Kuksa Mug
The date and the name of the recipient or the company can be engraved with a burning pen on the
Kuksa mug. Orders should be placed at least one week before the event.
Strength-giving charm for women 12,00 €/pc
Powder of reindeer antler for men 9,00 €/pc






The program is available with pre-order for lunch and dinner groups
Recommended group size 8-50 persons, for bigger groups tailor-made program
Duration of the program is about 15-30 minutes depending on the size of the group
Program language Finnish or English
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